FEELING LUCKY??
Why Is the Ground Moving So Much?
The Basic Tectonics
Tectonic One: The Power of States and the Nature of Power

- Nation states and hard power play less of a role
- Sub-state actors and even individuals are empowered
- Failed states create risk

Brent Scowcroft
(April 2012)
Threats from Non-State Actors

Terrorism

Transnational Crime

Cyber attacks
So...What Could Go Wrong?

- There’s stealing your stuff
- There’s hurting your network
- There’s creating physical destruction
Our National Security Structures are 65+ Years Old

- The National Security Act of 1947 created the NSC, CIA, SECDEF, JCS and the Air Force
Tectonic Two: See This Map? Don’t Get Used to It.
Or This One ...
Or This One Either....
Tectonic Three: The Rise of China
APT1
Exposing One of China's Cyber Espionage Units
Tectonic Four: Us

• Walter Russell Mead’s Archetypes of Presidential Foreign Policy “Styles”
  
  • Hamiltonian
  • Wilsonian
  • Jeffersonian
  • Jacksonian
BUCKLE UP.
It’s going to be a tough century.